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Digital rendering shown – Product images serve as examples for the texture and/or look of the respective product, deviations from those images are not a deficiency. Actual products are partly 
handcrafted and individual products may differ slightly in shape and color from one and other. Depicted accessories, such as cards, dice or figures, are not included.

FITTING INFORMATION 

Many just call them cards; we call them treasures.  
A superb level of protection for your most beloved and 
valuable cards. Available in different sizes, for all kinds 
of collectible cards, our Magnetic Card Case, with 
recessed corners and UV protection, will surely keep 
your treasures safe from any harm! 

Size Outer dimensions (W×H×D) Inner dimensions (W×H×D)

35 pt 73 × 110 × 7,3 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 1,1 mm
55 pt 73 × 110 × 7,7 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 1,5 mm
75 pt 73 × 110 × 8,2 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 2,0 mm
100 pt 73 × 110 × 9,0 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 2,7 mm
130 pt 73 × 110 × 10,0 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 3,8 mm
180 pt 73 × 110 × 10,7 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 4,5 mm
360 pt 73 × 110 × 15,4 mm 64,4 × 89,8 × 9,3 mm

 PRODUCT VARIATIONS

Size Card Capacity  
(Unsleeved TCG)

Trading Cards  
(unsleeved - space left)

Trading Cards 
 (Inner sleeved - space left)

Other Cards 

35 pt 3

1,4 mm 0,4 mm*

-
55 pt 4 -
75 pt 6 -
100 pt 8 Memorabilia cards
130 pt 12 Memorabilia cards
180 pt 14 Memorabilia cards (oversize)
360 pt 30 Memorabilia cards (oversize)

 FITTING STANDARD SIZED TCG CARDS & SPORTS CARDS

Size Card Capacity  
(Unsleeved TCG)

Trading Cards  
(unsleeved - space left)

Trading Cards 
 (Inner sleeved - space left)

Trading Cards 
 (Double sleeved - space left)

35 pt 3

6,4 mm 4,4 mm* 2,4 mm*

55 pt 4
75 pt 6
100 pt 8
130 pt 12
180 pt 14
360 pt 30

 FITTING JAPANESE SIZED TCG CARDS

*  The sizes of game cards may vary. Designed for Ultimate Guard Sleeves.  
Sleeves from other brands may affect capacity/compatibility.


